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Bee Gee News

Coed Hunters Lure Phantom Pheasants
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Treble Clef
To Sing In
Convocation

Forum Speaker

the church, Christmas music from
Boako Carter, well known radio
other lands, instrumental music, commentator and news columnist,
music of European composers, and will address the Wood County
Forum Sunday afternoon. In his
All b»d»ck»d In the latest of hunting teas, these four co-eds joined the parade with 15,000 n,usil in li'thlcr veinMusic of the Church
own rapid-fire manner, he will
other Wood County hunters last week and invaded the pheasant Infested area surrounding the Come. Spirits, Tis Hi3
comment on the latest news of
city.
Day
J. S. Bach world wide interest

Nimrods Take To The Field
As Hunting Season Opens

Student Draftees
May Be Deferred
UpToFullYear

Committee Action
Sets Up Barrier

What They Are Saying...

Latest Chemical
Work Discussed

In Today's News...

Has

Boake Carter, popular radio commentator and newspaper columnist, will speak on the Wood County Public
Forum series, Sunday at 3:00 p. m. He will comment on
the issues of the day in the rapid-lire style for which he is
famous.
Carter has had an interesting and eventful life. His

The Treble Clef Club will
present its annual Christmas
program at convocation, December 10.
This will be the first University appearance of the
group this year.
The program will be divided
| into five kinds of mu.iic, music of

A Digest Of
The Week's
News

Boake Carter Scheduled
In Forum Series Sunday
Popular News Analyst And Commentator
Accomplished Boyhood Ambition To Be
Writer And World Traveler

Annual Noel Program
Will Be Presented
Wednesday

Reading from left to right the co-eds are: L7ane Kiplinger, BeUevue; Mary Lou Shelton. j N°0^,Thank Wc A" 0ur
Crugar
Wakeman; Connie Rogers, Pearl River. New York and Zita McKernan. Pattern. Pennsylvania. Lift Thine Eyes
Mendelssohn
Emitte
Spiritum -Schuetky-Singenberger
The Lord Bless You and
Keep You
Lutkin
Yuletide Music from Many Lands
O Glorious Rise
German
Whence Comes This Rush of
Wings Afar
French
At the Cradle
French-Russian
Carol of
Pheasants On The Run After Eleven Month Rest; the Bell
Leontovich Russian
Deck the Halls
Welsh
Autograph Hunters Disappointed As Movie
In the past two weeks the war
Instrumental Music
Stars Fail To Put In Appearance
took an interesting turn on the
Intcrmctzo
Provost
African front. Germany being busy
La Capriccioso
Ries
in Russia the English began a move
By DAVE KROFT
Aus dcr Heimat
Smetana
against the Axis in Libya. With
If you were to pick up a Bowling Green State Univer- Music of European Composers
combined land, air and sea forces
Sappic Ode
(German) Brahms
the English are gaining ground sity catalogue about five years hence, the following might Prayer from "Haensel and
employing the "pincers" move- possibly meet your eyes: "Conditions favorable for study—
Gretel" (Humperdinck) Riegger
ment which the Germans have used and hunting!"
(Italian) Leightcr
The catalogue could continue on the line of thought by Mists
• v#i
so effectively in the past. The Briw
tish hope to free the Alexandria telling prospective students that Bowlinp; Green, in the w"',',' "„„•,." i'\.u""
naval base and the Suez Canal
- 'center of Wood County, is also the| Big Brown Bear
„„„, Zucc0
from the threats of Axis armies
center of the most popular phea-|Gondm,„
Su),ivan
entrenched in their Libyan strongt hunt.ng d.stnct in the middle
Dr, j.me!1 Pau, Kennedy, direcholds.
Itor of the group, arranged the seIn addition the campaign in
The proof of these statements,lections, Now, Thank We All Our
Africa will undoubtedly divert
lies in the fact that last week, God, O Glorious Rise, Whence
26,000 hunters stalked the woods Comes This Rush of Wings Afar
•ens of the German Btreaglh from
and fields of Wood County to in- and Carol of the BMls, for the
Russia and if England can conaugerate the opening of the hunt- Treble Clef Club.
tinue her assault there is the possibility of gaining new bases for Four BGU Upperclassmen ing season. Over 3,000 non-resiair attacks on Italy besides creat- Drafted Since Beginning dent permits have been sold to date,
and the pheasants, after a rest of
ing a larger operating sphere for
Of School Year
11 months, arc once again on the
the Eastern Mediterranean fleet.
defensive.
It is interesting for Americans to
As in the past, some of the
note that the British are proving
"There is absolutely no unithe worth of American built tanks formity in the draft boards of the smarter hunters bag their limit of
Bowling Green High School stutwo
birds, deposit them at home,
and planes in this campaign.
state," declared Dr. Frank J.
dents are not permitted to attend
and
return
to
the
fields
for
a
In Russia the Germans had beenlProut, president of Rowling Green
the University dances in the future,
making considerable advances par- State University.
"Some draft fresh start. Others go hunting according to Dean of Women, Audfor
the
first
and
last
time,
while
ticularly in the south. They had boards are very lenient about derey K. Wilder.
claimed the capture of the impor- ferring college students, while still many more spend their time
This decision was reached by the
tant city of Rostov-on-the-Don. others refuse to give any consider- paying for their overlimit birds Social Committee after the matter
However, on Saturday the Russians ation to the educational status of at approximately $1 a pound.
hud been carefully discussed and
According to latest reports, Govin addition to advances in the North the draftees."
considered. The former policy of
are suid to have retaken Rostov and j Four registered students of the ernor John Bricker, State Conser- not permitting the local high school
to have forced the disordered re-1 University have been drafted this vation Commissioner Don Waters, students to attend the University
treat of the Naiis.
semester. They are: Donald Brad- the Governor's Secretary, Don dances was re-affirmed by a unaniAs wat expected the American- ford, a senior from Port Clinton, Powers, and C. C. Slapnicka, for- mous vote of this committee, and
Japanese parley on Far Eastern Tom Downer, a senior from Euclid, mer vice president of the Cleveland will hold true for an indefinite
affairs bogged down last week Harry' Neuman, a junior from Indians, were among the notables period in the future.
However,
when the United States gave Ja- Lima, and Glen Van Wormer, a taking to the field early last week. exceptions may be made in very
Those
famous
personages
who
special circumstances, when duly
pan an ultimatum to refrain from junior from near Elyria.
further conquest in Asia. In an
A number of other students were did not hunt in Bowling Green this presented to arid accepted by the
year
include
Clark
Gable,
Joe
E.
Committee.
address Premier Tojo answered also taken during the first few
The Social Committee and Dean
that the Japanese would purge weeks of school. They had not Brown, Errol Flynn, Tyrone Power
and
Lana
Turner,
even
though
perWilder both feel that the best inEast Asia of British and Ameri- registered, however, being aware
sistant
rumors
had
the
movie
stars
terests
of the University and the
can exploitation. At the present that they would have to depart
time the United St.Its is awaiting 'shortly after the opening of school. in and out of the city at various High School would be at stake if
times throughout the week.
any other terms were employed.
the neat Japanese move, proba-' Dr. Prout stated that every efAbout the only sign that will The foregoing policy will therebly an attack on Thailand.
fort is1 being made to secure deconfront the nimrods this year has
Of interest to Americans waslferments ot ■ semester or more been posted by the state conser- fore protect the common interests
of these institutions and continue
the recent decision of the Supreme j for those students who are now vation department—it warns huntto maintain the friendly bond that
Court on California's anti-mi- under consideration of their -reers
to
protect
unharvested
soyexists.
grant law which made it a mis- spective boards. To what extent beans.
demeanor to bring, or aid in the these efforts will be successful is
We can close that imaginary The Greeks Had A
bringing, into the state any per- dependent upon the individual
catalogue now, fully convinced
son unable to support himself. The boards.
Word For This Too
that
Bowling Green's favorableruling that the "Okie" law was
Registrar J. W. Bunn is to have
—The Throe Graces
unconstitutional will have a vital charge of the details regarding the ness to hunting will increase our
effect upon the twenty-seven other draft regulations, Dr. Prout an- enrollment. By the way, hunters,
recent survey estimated that By MARY JANE THATCHER
nounced.
states which have similar laws.
there are 23.7 per cent more
The Greek* bad a nam« for
pheasants in the "belt" than last it—meaning the three Grace,
year. To the fields men, but re- of ancient mythology who BOW
member, "Take it easy on the make their appearance in the
birds, operate snfely, and watch
form of thro* faculty damet.
LARRY KUHL IN "ITS MY OPINION"—"Constructive readjust the soybeans."
Mi..e. Wills, Tre.iel, and
ment is slow, but it is better than reversion to autocracy or preDurrin have banded together
as the modern counterpart of
cipitant movement into revolution."
the famous trio. Tkey lire toBOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"— This is directed at those
father at 122 Troupe Arenue.
who in the course of every day events tear down with destruc
According- to the Greeks, the
tive criticism the policy of the government.
three Graces were attendants
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"We like the administration's Examples of recent work in sev- to Venus, goddess of lev* and
courageous policy of employing 100 per cent student help in the eral fields of chemistry wilt be re- beauty. They had the power
to bestow gracious physical and
Union Building."
viewed at the meeting; of the Chem- mental gifts on all men.
ical
Journal
Club
tonight,
each
disDAVE IROFT IN "MOURNING MALE"—"People who live in
This may explain the honest
cussion being; based on a recent endeavor of the University
glass houses—shouldn't"
journal article.
Grace's to bestow knowledge
Charles Kankowski wil! discuss on their students. To the cause
nuclear reactions, more commonly of learning. Miss Wills brings
Treble Clef in Christmas program at next week's convocation described as transmutation. He tho gift of art. Miss Trossol the
review a lecture recently .riven culture of foreign languages,
Defense courses offered on campus in chemistry, shop work will
by Dr. K. K. Darrow, of the Bell and Miss Dnrrin, the refinement
Service system in Nest changed to cut costs
Telephone Laboratories.
of English.
Boake Carter to speak at Forum Sunday afternoon.
Recent articles on the protein
The Greeks had a good idea
President Prout discussed draft situation as affecting University material found in milk will be re- when they dreamed up the
viewed by Janet Schutzberg; and three Graces, but pity the 1941
students
■Margaret Wilson.
versions of their myth they
Falcons open basketball season against Bluffton tonight
I Arthur Gorbach will review a have to be able to take it.
Inter-sorority dance Saturday opens formal season
{recent article on medicinal plants.

NO. 12

Buffet Service
Replaces Nest
Waiter Set-Up
Move To Reduce Cost And
Keep Prices Down
Is Investigated
Buffet service replaced
waiter service last week at the
Falcon's Nest, student union
building.
Patrons are to order at the
counter and then pay the
cashier.
The change in policy was

made to reduce costs and keep
prices down, according to the management committee of the Falcon's Nest.
The menu at the Falcon's Nest
being enlarged and two menu
signs are being erected. A student menu committee confers each
Friday with Miss Christa Krnmp,
head cook, about specials for the
coming week.
Reservation.-* fi>r hliwlnuas and
dinners for student and faculty
groups must be in the manager's
hands at least a week before the
date and those for parties requiring regular restuurant and confectionery service at least four
days.
Requests for reservations may be
made at the office of Miss Audrey
Kenyon Wilder, dean of women.
Arrangements for services and
menus are to be made with the
manager.

Heidelberg Meet
Sponsored By Y
"Christian Faith and Social Reconstruction" will be the topic discussed at Heidelberg, December 7
in a preliminary conference held
prior to the national YMCA conference to be held during Christmas vacation.
Rev. Gerson Engleman, of Cincinnati will be the main speaker
of the program in Heidelberg and
will lead the group in general discussion of the theme of the meeting.
The Christmas vacation conference, which will be held at Miami
University, is the National Christion Students Organization.
Last Thursday the YMCAYWCA held thdir joint meeting in
the recreation hall where Mr.
Samuel S. Wyer noted lecturer addressed the group on the subject
of "Basis for Just and Lasting
Peace."

boyhood umbition was to be a'
writer and world traveler and he
has accomplished both.
lie was
educated at Christ's College, Cambridge and after leaving school he
became n free lance traveling correspondent for the London Dally
Mail.
With the coming of the World
War, Carter joined the Royal Air
Force and served with a coast patrol squadron until 1919. In 1921
he went to Mexico to try his hand
at the oil business, but in 1924 he
returned to the newspaper game as
columnist on the Philadelphia F.vcning Bulletin.
Mads Debut in 1939
In the summer of 1939 he made
his debut as a news commentator
over a Philadelphia station. Not
long afterwards he was offered a
contract by Columbia's outlet in
Philadelphia. Now, as the commentator on Philco's nightly broadcasts, he is the foremost radio editor of the day. His audience is
estimated at six million. His analytical attacks on political measures have bruught comment from
all walks of life.
In 1937 Carter started a syndicated column entitled "But—Says
Boake Carter." In less than a
year it had been featured in 100
papers and today it is estimated
that 7,000,000 persons throughout
the country are duily readers of
his views on world affairs. His
public is exceeded only by Walter
Winchell's and Dorothy Thompson's.
His fan mail exceeds 4
million letters a year.
Writes S.».n Books
In between broadcasts and writing his, columns, Carter finds time
for a great many other things. In
the past few years he has managed to turn out seven books. They
are "Johnny Q. Public Speaks,"
'This is Life," "Why Meddle in
the Orient," "Black Shirt, Black
Skin," "Made in the U. S. A.,"
'Why Meddle in Europe," and "I
Talk As I Like."
His chief hobbys are cruising
around Chesapeake Bay in a 50foot cutter and painting portraits.
He studied art in the Slade School
of London and the Spring Garden
Institute of Philadelphia. Some of
his 100 portraits have appeared
in Philadelphia expositions.
His other diversions are tennis,
wood chopping, hunting, reading,
cooking, and hard work. If he
were to choose the one thing in the
world he likes best, it would be—
an argument.

Remedial English
Group Organized
A new committee for upperclassmen who are in need of special
assistance In English composition
has recently been organized. This
committee will be listed in the new
University bulletin of next spring
under the title of the Committee on
Standards in English.
The committee consists of the
following members of the faculty:
Prof. Paul F. Leedy, chairman and
his assistants, Dr. Florence Williamson and Prof L. F. Manhart.

Family Portrait" Tickets Go
On Sale In Well This Week
Tickets for "Family Portrait,"
the University Players' second dramatic production of the year, may
be reserved every afternoon from
3 to 5 next week in the check room
on the first floor of the Administration Building.
The show will be performed on
the evenings of December 10, 11,
and 12.
Students will receive
tickets upon presentation of their
activity cards. Townspeople may
reserve seats by telephoning 8252.
The three-act drama, a hit on
Broadway last season, is directed
by Professor Elden T. Smith and
stars Georgia Anderson as Mary.
A cast of 23 students will appear
in a production which presents the
story of Christ's preachings, not
primarly as a religious figure, but
rather as He was regarded in His
day ... a radical with an unheeded
plea for the brotherhood of man.
It is filled with comedy and pathos

with a modern appeal.
The four settings for the play
will be impressionistic, according
to Neuman Mahla, scene designer.
Much of the mood will be created
by novel lighting effects. Architecture will be fairly authentic of
Christ's time, but costumes end the
ideas in the play will be typical of
no particular time. The most interesting of the four sets will be a
replica of Leonardo da Vinci's
"Last Supper."

Alexander Will Head
Pre-Engineer's Club
Frank Alexander was elected

Defense Training
Courses Offered
To Students Here
Chemistry, Shop Work
Listed For Campus
Instruction
Students in Bowling Green
now have a chance to receive
instruction in defense work,
according to an announcement
made last week by President
F. J. Prout.
Two different types of
courses are offered, stated Dr.

Prout. They include work with
metal and also technical work in
chemistry. Prof. E. C. Powell is
heading the metal course while
Prof. J, C. Reed is in charge of
the chemistry course.
The courses were organized in
late October to aid in national defense stated, Professor Powell. His
course includes work with metal,
lathes, tool grinding, general machine shop work, welding, and
work in the foundry.
23 Now in Count
Twenty-three students are taking the course at the present time.
The course will be completed at the
end of the first semester. During
the second semester an advanced
course will be formed to specialize
in machine shop work. The courses
are in session 15 hours each week.
To assist Professor Powell Mr.
Darwin Laessle has been hired to
teach fijunilrj- apd welding, and
VaughrfTErrct will hive charge of
the machine shop section.
Professor Powell mentioned that
contacts are made first with the
local unemployment agency and
then with the department of education in Columbus.
Important
questions go through to Washington to be answered.
Four men have been appointed
to head the committee representing
the government. They arc Dr.
F. J. Prout, S. P. Bowman, City of
Bowling Green; B. H. Urshel, industry; and Bert Chamberlain, labor.
No Charge Made
Prof. J. C. Reed announced that
the chemistry courses will begin
on December 10, and end on January 30. Any student may take
the course but a prerequisite in
high school chemistry is required,
lie said. There is no charge for
the course. The class will meet on
Monday. Wednesday, and Friday
from 7 to 11.
Those graduating from the
course have a chance to get a job
at the Plum Brook Ordnance Plant
at Sandusky, Professor Reed said,
as the plant is greatly in need of
trained technicians. Professor
Reed wishes to correct the popular
belief that any student taking the
courses would be exempted from
the draft. It will not make a
particle of difference for those of
draft age, he said.

What, No Democrats?
Mayor Frowine Happy
About Whole Thing
"The only thing I can toll
you it that I WII oloctod mayor," said Dr. E. J. Frowine.
"Tho other party didn't too
fit to run any candidatoa. If
you ask mo why, I don't know,"
romarkod Mr. Alva Bachmanu.
And those safe statement.,
uttered by tho present mayor
of Bowline Croon (for 12
years) are apparently tho only
bit* of comment available concorning the recant one-sided
city mayorality contest.
In fact, one-tided may bo a
bit of understatement. There
was just one candidate for mayor po* up by one party—tho
Republicans.
Just what happened to the Democrats, if
there are any in this town, U
not known.
At any rate. Dr. Frowine
won the election by a landslide.
Would anyone like a -rote recount?

president of the Pre-Engineering
Club
last
Wednesday.
Others
elected were Richard Burr, vice
president; Gene Rershem, secretary; and Otto Schoeppler, treasJUNIORS AND SOPHOMORES
urer. Professor J. K. Raney is watch well bulletin board for Key
the club's sponsor.
picture announcement.
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it's my opinion

By
LAWRENCE
KUHL

By DAVE KROFT
1941

Member

1942

Fijsociatod Coflc6ioio Prejs
>l»uiN'ir worn i
National Advertising Service, be.
CtlUu PmMUtr, Rrprtmutor
4tO M*OI«ON AVI
New Yon. N. V.
STAFF
Staff Meets Every Wednesday at 7 p. m.
Office in Administration Building. Phone 2631
Editor-in-Chief
415 Weit Wooster St.

Kichard Dunipace
Phone 2452

Business Mnnajrer
Mux Ilanke
Kohl Hall—Phone 8121

He: I bought something for the
person I love best in the world.
Guess what it is.
She: A box of cigars.
« s
He "Did you make
theie biicuiti with your own little
hands?"
She: "Yes, why?"
Ho: "I just wondered who the
hell lifted them off the stove for
you."
c >
Motto of the weak: People who
live in glass houses—shouldn't.
c *
Abbreviations
arc
always followed by a period, except on the beach where they are
always followed by a crowd.

Managing Editor
Hugh Nott
Associate Editors
Dave KrofI, Larry Kuhl
Sports Editor
Don Cunningham
Bodety Editor
Murthu Walralh
Columnists
Jo True, Bob Senlock, Betty Toy
€ »
Arlisls
Jane Grulmian, Jack Wilhelm
"Wish
we had
a
fifth for
New! Reporters—
bridge."
Frank Alexander
Urace I'lrtwl
"You dnn'i need ■ fifth for
Marianne Nell
gnntc Rorbte
bridges, you dope!"
ImM Cmm
Al Smiiii-r
"Well, make it a pint them."
M:irvvoiiii<- riiirk
nil NrUwclllrr
< >
id.Hi IliinntiK
KolHTl Brock
Mil Mirlif
hnii. ■ siii'u ,.,
"Sweetheart, if I'd
Ann KorE
\lnr\ .1,1.11 Tlmi. h. 1
known the tunnel was that lona;,
Um'lah KIIMKK*
iMirlH Turrpjr
Loll Miivrl.M
fhirtllh) H 11 1I'd have given you a kiss."
Advertising Manager
Perry Shilts
"Gracious I Wasn't that you?"
Ad Solicitors—
c »
I.
I
H-'llMl. \MnryvoniK' I'l.ni.
.She: "Do you wanna spoon?"
Ann Kn.-h
Miirv Lou Driller
M Hihn Travel
He: "Spoon? What's spooning?"
Betty >• iiiioiiifh
Circulation Manager
Eugene Skora
She: "Why, look at those other
Assistants
Al Harmon, Dale McOmbcr COUpte* over there; that's spoonSecretary
Pauline Acschlimar ing."
He: "Well, if that'H spooning,
Th« opinions expressed in the tinned let's shovel."
column! of this paper are thoae of the colum*
c >
niaU themselves, and do not raflact tha policy
Decided after many
of this papa*.
consultations and accurate measurements—A restaurant cantaloupe is the only thing known to
man that has three halves.

thUnt

Please, No Bickering . . .

The recent announcement made by
the social committee concerning the
regulation prohibiting attendance
of
campus dances by high school students
without special permission raises once
again the perplexing situation that
caused so much bickering and so many
hard feelings last year.

€ >

He: "Who are you takin' to the
dance?"
Another he: "Well, I like Donna's form, Kay's lips, Mary's eyes,
June's hair, Betty's dancing, and
Patsy's—and Patsy's—Oh, I guess
I'll take Patsy."

< >

v$l£N Q.YT* DEVINE
OF 0RE6CN STATE SMI
THE OREGON KJCKER
Dfi°P BACK TO PUWT
HE HOISTED A TEAMMWEflNHIfiHOUUtRS
JUSTAS1HE BALL
LEFT THE KICKERS
TOE, ENABLING Hlf
RU. TO BLOCK THE
KICK.' ALTHOUGH
THERE IS NO RULE
AGAINST IT. THIS If
THE ONLY INSTANCE CN
RECORD OF THE PlAf.

DR. HENRY" W.

SUPREME COURT
JUJTICE

HARf>gR

HARLAN F

STONE
W« EXPELLED
FROM MAJT-.tt.
COLLEGE FOR
ALLEGEDLY HITTING
A PROFESSOR.' HE
ENROLLED AT AMHECST
HWERE HE BECAME THE MOST
fOPULAR MAN ON THE CAMPUX

IN FORTY YEARS' AT THE
UNWERSTTY OF TEXAS OR.
HARPER HAS ALWAYS WORN A
RED BOW TIE, THE SAME TYPE
Of .SHOES AND CARRIED AN
UMBRELLA.'

Nest Chandeliers Relics
Of "Gay Nineties" Hack

With the increasing of strikes in industries
termed vital to national defense has come a
demand for anti-labor legislation.
It has
ranged all the way from suggestions that all
those who even suggest a strike should be
summarily electrocuted, to milder proposals
limiting the actions of unions.
As desirable
as it is to bring about the removal of strikes,
lockouts, and the various other weapons of
industrial warfare, it must '»■ done gradually,
and not in the heat of
impassioned intolerance.
As Watkins and Dodd
point out in their book
"Labor Problems," "It is
as foolish as it is futile
to attempt to deal with
<uch a complex situation
by the application of
force and violence or by
hasty, suppressivc legislation.
Constructive readjustment is slow, but
it is better than reversion to autocracy or precipitate movement into
revolution."
Most of these Hl-conceivcd proposals stem
from a lack of understanding as to what labor's objectives are.
I-ubor is not merely
seeking higher wages, a greater share of the
profits; its aims tend more and more to
"transcend the mere satisfaction of its physical needs."
Labor is becoming more articulate in its demand for a greater measure
of relf-expression in its work, for a larger
share in the ownership and control of the
workshop.
IS RESTRAINT DESIRABLE?
It can be seen, then, that the problem boils

down to a question of whether or not it is desirable to restrain the workers in this quest.
On the surface, the obvious answer seems to
be yes, because "we can brook no interference
with the defense of democracy." But is such
restraint possible? All tactics of repression
are futile if behind the acts of strikers there
are real grievances which remain unsolved.
"Revolt cannot be eternally suppressed if injustice prevails."
>VHY NO INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY?
Whether or not these grievances exist is
of course a moot point.
But to the impartial observer, there is much which suggests
that they do.
It is hardly compatible with
the philosophy of a democratic aocicty, for
example, that control of the economic welfare
of the people should be left in the hands of
a few.
We frowned on such an oligarchial
state in government and demanded political
democracy, why do we not ad similarly in the
Held of business and demand industrial democraey? That is the question Inbor is asking.
and no satisfactory answer haa been made as
yet.
Thus one would be led to believe that labor
has a real grievance. Is it logical to make the
sacrifices entailed in fighting for democracy
abroad, anil at the same time give up democracy al home? Any attempt to eradicate
problem* of labor relations by prohibiting
strikes before some form of industrial democracy has been attained is in its very nature a negation of true freedom.
All suppressivc measures advocated to prevent the
activities of organized workers to attain economic justice is indeed u strange policy for a
people allegedly imbued with the spirit of
liberty.

♦

By MAX IHRIG
to President Frank J. Prout, were
Down the rough brick street thatiMOurtd from two old hacks formal Inside the Toledo waterfront imerly used in Toledo. They were
came a jolting hack, its steel taken to the NYA center where
rimed, wooden spoked, wheels clat-ithey were wired for electricity and
taring noisily 111 the night. In the converted into chandeliers.
Each
hack were two playboys of the has been stained and shellacked
and
has
eight
sockets
for
electric
"gay nineties," well under the infinance of potent good cheer. They bulbs.
They were secured at a cost of
were out for a midnight ride; they
five dollars per wheel with the
were "doing the town."
Yes, there are many tales such body of the hack "thrown in for
aa this that the wagon
wheels good measure."
Five of the wheels hang from the
(two others are to be installed)
that serve as unique chandeliers ceiling of the main lounge of the
"Nest"
and one hangs from the
in the "Nest" could reveal if they
ceiling of each of the faculty and
could but talk.
These wagon wheels, according student lounges.

mere musings
This is directed at those who in the course
of every day events tear down with destructive
criticism the present policy of the government
in relution to foreign affairs.
It is not an
uttempt to be sentimental and repeat the
stereotyped phrases of "my country right or
wrong."
But it is rather an attempt to be
rational and to face the situation without
prejudice or bias. Further it is not a debate
but merely a few things that though they are
apparent seem to be lost
in the furious pace of the
time.

Three quick ways of
Students will not forget for some time
communication:
to come, the "unsocial" social affairs
1. Telegraph
that occurcd last year when the social
2. Telephone
committee endeavored to dictate who
3. Tell a woman
University students should
bring to
« »
dunces on the campus.
The embarrasSultan: "Bring me a girl."
sing situations that arose when a virServant: 'Very good, sir."
tual marshal law was declared and the
Sultan: "Not necessarily."
SITUATION NOW
third degree methods were utilized in
€ >
There is at the present
ascertaining the right, f this or that perThere's
a
woman
time or rather there was
son to attend dances, should not be re- peddler at the door."
a great chance for the
"Tell him we got plenty."
Hi korship is based upon an ephemeral
peated.
Let's Publicize B. G.'
expression of one's opin« >
illusion of force instead of a sinStudents contribute
financially
to
Just overheard: "He loves the To The Editor:
ion concerning the prescere respect for the entire commake possible the program designed to
opera even if they don't come out
We ae enrolled in a school which munity.
Mankind
dislikes any
ent foreign policy that
make their University life more pleasant
on the runway.
is growing very rapidly. The time suffering, and a person is willing
we are now following.
and well-rounded. Then why can't they
has come for us to put Bowling to sacrifice another with no equivo< >
However, the time that
mix and learn the lessons of social
Proverb of the Green State University on the map. cation.
has passed and the die
grace in the company of the persons of weak: You can lead a fraternity Our football team has gained pubour country was founded by
is cast. It is now not a
their choice, be they University or high man to water, but why disappoint licity for us. Now it is up to we i,i,.tliH which can be ridiculed as
matter of saying "Whither are thou going
school stud en is? To dictate to the stu- him?
students to carry on.
,„„.,.] v metaphysical or selfish, but,
little man," but rather how long will it take
Occassionally
Fred
Waring more tn„, anv other large nation.
dents that they cannot associate with
features college gongs on his pro- we navo had to fight ourselves in us to get there. The situation today is like
the persons of their choice is not only
gram. I would like to suggest that ,„,. preservation of those ideals. to "the moving hand having writ moves on:
being undemocratic but it may well dewe write a letter to Mr. Waring |Wc havc mUch to criticize in the nor all your piety or wit shall lure it back to
feat the purpose of the program.
By JO TRUK
asking him to have his glee club mismanagement of those ideals, cancel half a line, nor all your tears wash out
Similarly, such discriminations brood
present our Alma Mater to the pub- but we never deny the fact that a word of it."
ill feeling among the high school stuhe. If the letter were signed by tnejr philosophy has engendered
Still there are those that continue to talk
Did you ever atop to wonder,
dents toward the University which is
all the students enrolled in Bowl-!more earnest respect than that of
this policy down.
Now it is not my purpose
while mizzling a coke over at the
in itself an unhealthy circumstance.
ing Green, he could not overlook tne club and the regiments of autoto say that there is no place in the world for
It would seem then that if the Uni- Next, just whose idea this student our request
maton
German
soldiers
who
fight
union setup was, anyway?
Well,
However, I do think that they
versity students secure guest cards for
This type of publicity is just for u man allu not the belief that such people.
one of the trail-bluzers in this
their dates and that if the guests
what the school needs.
People human beings have a right to live. should adjust themselves to the times and
pioneer expedition
was
Kermit
turn their gift to something that will aid
would hear the song sung on his
measure up to standards of social con- llartzler.
Florence Shreve
He and a group of
duct and can not be declared nuisances U. C. R. L, member* were inspired program and some would begin to
then it is all too apparent that these with this idea last February, when wonder where Bowling Green is lo- j
cated. Arousing people's curiosity
students wishing to bring such guests they tried to have installed
a
as to where a place is located is
should not be denied that privilege.
smoking lounge in one of the best ways of advertising.
one of the campus
Let's avoid further petty bickering
This is just one method of putbuildings. At first ting our school on the map. I think
over a regulation passed years ago when
it seemed the ven- it is about time we all begin to
perhaps there was some plausability of
ture would be a help in the advertising of our
Orchids of the week go to Jay Parker and
its enactment.—RD
Student Teachers ... All studismal failure, but school. After all, the best adverdent teachers are to meet at one Bill O'Shaughnesay who awept Bowling Green'a
along in May, tising of our school can be done by
of three periods next week to re- croaa-country prestige to a new four-star high
Prexy
Prout got the students themselves.
ceive assignments and instructions last week when they finished second and fifth
Norman L. Knisely
behind the moveand hear Dr. Walter A. Zaugg respectively in the Cincinnati A. A. U. open
The feat of racking up a record of
ment.
Result—the
describe registration for the Bu- meet . . . Parker ran the best race of his
seven wins, one tie and one defeat
F a Ic o n 'a Nest.
reau of Appointments.
The per- career to push Gil Doddg, the "flying preachagainst the toughest foes ever to be
(Proving that all
iod hours are 8 a. m. and 3 p. m. er," to a new courge record for the six mile
listed on a Bowling Green State Uni-i things come to him who waits.)
Tuesday and 8 a. m. Thuraday.
grind . . . while we're throwing 'em around,
versity football schedule in his first1
Hartzler, a Commoner, will be To The Editor:
Rifla Club . . . There will be an another big bouquet goes to Stan Yoder who
This letter is addressed to the
year as coach shall likely place the name leaving school sometime in Janr a t e 8 everything the
of Coach Robert Whittaker at the top uary to join the ranks of the se- opinions expressed in most of Mr. important meeting of the University Rifle Club with election of ofsports writers and opof the 1941 page of the football record i lectees for our Star Spangled Kuhl's columns.
Now is no period in which to fleers Thursday at 7 p. m.
He doesn't seem to mind
posing coaches have been
books as well as niching his name in 1 Uncle.
become
a
misanthrope
because
there
leaving,
though;
he's
more
than
Ma.qur
and
Mantle
.
.
.
Masque
the annals of Falcon Sportsdom.
saying about him . . .
are situations which will result and Mantle will meet at the reguwilling
to
go
in
view
of
the
present
Also, this splendid record will prove
I all we can say is that the
from the aftermath of this world lar time tonight in the north wing
emergency.
to the skeptics that the jump from high
Conference has picked
His chief delight is in traveling. conflict, and these problems can- of the Falcon's Nest.
school ball to University competition as The most enjoyable trip he's ever not be understood if all activities
. itself a real captain in
Recorded Concert . . . Next in
accomplished by both Coach Whittaker taken was one laat summer to Cor- are destructive.
There is a tenevery sense of the word
the series of concerts of recorded
and Coach Paul Brown of Ohio State is nell
University.
However,
hia dency for many members of this
... Ox Ihnat, Eddie
music
will be presented Thursday
not as great as they so fervantly argued wandering feet have also taken him generation to dramatize themaelvea
Wellner, and big Wayne
at 8 p. m. in 203 Practical Arts.
at the time the appointments were made. aa far west aa California, as far aa the sole victims of this catasBordner round out the
Included on the program will be
If any one factor could be singled out east aa New York, aa far north aa trophe. In the world's progress, one
__, list of Falcon gridders
"Symphony No. 1 in C Minor," by
as the reason for the phenominal suc- Canada, and aa far south aa Vir- can see many periods of physical Brahma; "Prelude in E Flat," by
J» similarly honored in the
cess of the 1941 team, it could well be ginia, which comprises quite a and mental retrogression; and, if it Szoatakowicz; "Fire Bird Suite,"
Associated Press selecis dny solace, one can say that thi
the splendid coach-player relations that hunk of continent for one man to
10
tion ... it will be interesting to note the
cover. He finally broke down and turmoil can only bring about a ? Strawinsky.
have existed. Coach Whittaker had the
Square Dancers . . . The Square teams choaen by the United Presa and Interviaited Niagara Falla like every- period of temporary sanitv.
team's confidence as their coach and he
In "R. U. R.", by Karl Capek, alD»nce club W"1 sponsor an all- national Newa Service.
body elae, but found it rather discould in turn depend on the 89 squad- appointing after the tremendoua Ciech playwright, one can under-1 campus square dance Friday at
CAMPUS CUFFNOTES
men to execute his orders to the best build-up.
stand how much of life is measured 8:30 p. in.
Things we like department: Midge Ogan's
Rifle Club . . . The University
of their abilities.
Such a cooperative
Kerm probably belongs to more like a tray of nuts and bolts; but
spirit carried the Brown and Orange honorary organizations than any
common sense attitude toward rifle range will be open every eve- tricky new hair-do ... the administration's
He can human beings does not become an ning for 10 weeks, with inatruc- courageous policy of employing 100 ^r cent
through tough spots during the season one man has a right.
when they were outmanned by their claim membership in Sigma Tau effete philosophy. There ia a ten- tion by Prof. James Reid on Sun- student help in the Union Building, something
Delta,
national
English
fraternity.
deney to view other human beings day evenings.
opponents.
that no other student union in the nation has
Room and Board Due . . . For succeeded in doing ... it should make any
However, the season Is over and to Kappa Delta Pi, comparable in as mere servants of our whims,
Education
to
Phi
Beta
Kappa,
and
Kohl
Hall
and
Cottage
No.
2
room
and,
if
these
desires
are
not
satisCoach Whittaker and his squad of gridstudent ashamed of not cooperating in making
the
University
Civic
Research
we are liable to act like dis- and board are due at the businesa
ders go unending words of praise. Some
League, honorary Social Studies appointed infanta. The lack of co- office December 8 from 8 a. m. to the Nest a progressive, living all-University
of the players merited more mention 1 organization, as well as being an i
operation has produced an era 4 p. m. At Williams Hall. Shatlel enterprise . . . the whole thing can be made
than others for their performances but outstanding member of the Stu- when coercion is approved, but
Hall and Cottage No. 1, the bill ia a simple and yet dramatic succeaa, if each
In all it was a big, well-rounded project] dent Council.
such nations as Germany can never due December 9 and may be paid student does his part, and he must, in order
that brought Bowling Green to new
Yep, all in all, he'« quite a busy retain their influence over "con- at the same place during the same to make the Nest a genuine Student union . . .
boy.
heights in the football world.—RD
congrats to Ralph Flack, selected by his felquered" countries because dicta- hours.

Letters To The Editor ...

One At A Time

Announcements
For The Week

The Season Is Over...

Think Straight!

By
BOB
SEALOCK

eventually in the solving of the problems that
have forced such u foreign policy upon us.
Opposition is alright as icing as an issue |a
undecided but when a decision is reached then
all friction should stop and the cause for
which we are working should become the goal
to which we turn our attention.

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
During the curly days, the church was much
divided on whether or not to accept the Trinity. The opposing factions would riot in the
streets of Alexandria, and other ancient cities.
In fact these demonstrations assumed such
proportions that the people and the church almost lost aight of the original aim.
I am
wondering if today that is not what ia happening to us, thut in our struggle between
the Tightness and wrongness of neutrality and
war if we as a whole are not losing sight of
the goal in the heat of petty bickerings and
party politics.
I could write a column this week damning
the administration and its policies but what
would be accomplished except the filling of
the required amount of space?
Let us then unite. For the sooner we bend
our combined effort to the job at hand the
sooner will we be done and the task completed.
Then, and then only, can we return to the
peace that once we knew, and we can relax,
free from the ominous threats of war. Idealistic, yes, but still the pendulum of time when
it has completed its swing one way must reverse and go the other. So instead of tearing
down that which we have to live with, let us
build it up so we can sooner destroy it.

nott much

By
HUGH
NOTT

low Kohl men to succeed Joe Freeman as
Kohl Hall prexy . . . our nominee for the
longest "going steady" combine on the campua
ia Ruth Heymann and Jack Spencer, who
have been doubling for some three years at
college . . . plenty good, in our language.
MORE POSIES
To the football squad for selecting a swell
pair of co-captains for next season's grid
machine . . . Yoder and Quesinberry are the
logical leaders for the great team promised
by this year's performances . . . romance
blooms at the Falcon's Neat with cute lil
Maxie Segner and Ed Huffman ahooting crap
with Cupid . . . Coach Joe dander's grunt and
groan artists look plenty rugged this year,
eapecially the fresh squad, reinforced with
Oklahoma's beet . . . according to the latest
Wilder ultimatum, Bowling Green High School
students will not be permitted at University
dances, except under approval of the Social
Committee in case of special circumstances . ..
but that's okay.
SNAPSHOTS
Janet Jacobs' splendid delivery of her "I
Hate Hitler" oration . . . enthusiastically received, to say the least . . . George Baldwin
insists that his first varsity sweater be
labeled "Budd Baldwin" . . . he's right, though,
too many guy8 are named George . . . Charles
"Boris" Rankowaki ig one lad we're gonna
migs around here ... if he could step into
Wall Street for 4 hours, he would own said
avenue ... it simply isn't safe to trust him
with a bit of division or apportionment .
high finance with a vengeance . . . listen my
children and you ahall hear—the best bands
in the nation nearly every night in the week
when Chesterfield glides in with the supersmooth music of Glenn Miller, followed by
Coca-Cola's new "Band of the Week" stunt.
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Falcons Open Cage Season Tonight

By DON CUNNINGHAM
A record of seven wins, one defeat, »nd one tic; a share of the
Ohio Conference crown; recognized as one of the most improved teams
in the state; and the placement of several members on the mythical
all-conference and all-Ohio teams, are just four accomplishments of
Coach Robert Whittaker and his 38 Falcon griddcrs this fall.
HATS OFF
It is with due respects to this group of gentlemen that we should
doff our hats for their fine representation of our school on the gridiron.
They were sportsmen from the opening whistle to the final gun. If
they hadn't been they wouldn't have played for Coach Whittaker. They
played their hearts out from start to finish. The Kent State game
was an excellent example of this. Romemhoi? A touchdown in the
last few seconds to win 12-6.
They trained hard anil were well conditioned. Even,' game found
the opponents worn "to a frazzle" while the Falcons were still the
spirited group that started the game. I believe these reasons constituted a large part in the success in our past season.
I join with the other members of the student body in wishing lots
of luck to those seven seniors who have worn the Brown and Orange
for the last time. To Captain Kddie Wcllner—you have proved yourself a capable leader by keeping your team-mates in n cooperative and
■ptritad mood throughout the season.
Next year will find all-Conference Stan Yoder and spirited Ralph
Quesinberry at the helm. Lots of luck gentlemen and let's make it
a full share of that Conference crown next year.
ALL-OPPONENT
With all the dailies full of mythical all-conference, all-American,
all-state and what have you. I have taken the selections of Al Sauter.
.1 distant sports publicity director, and combined them with my own
takings and the result is an all-opponent team picked only on their
showing in the game against Bowling Green.
•ENDS—
Fred Folino—Heidelberg
John Lucas—Akron
TACKI.K9—
John Grant—Mich. Normal
Bob Gehlker—Miami
GUARDS—
Andy Maluke—Akron
Harry Kusmenko—Kent State
By BETTY TOY
CENTER—
Roger Rossi—Wittenberg
Tonight the WAA ii having in BACKS—
Benny Flossie— Akron
annual Fall Sports Supper in the
Harry Ditch -Wooster
Women's I-ounge. Approximately
Jerry Schnelker—Wayne
25 new members will be initiated
into the organization.
Bob Dutton—Kent State
Kay Rhodes and Helen Sturgeon
will receive the WAA award of a
sweater with the University's let- Jeanne Powell; events and games,
ter. Guests for the evening will Arlene Fisher; and refreshments,
be Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ockcrman, Betty Vischer.
€ >
Miss Audrey Wilder, Dr. and Mrs.
Sis volley ball teams, the KilWalter A. Zaugg, Dr. and Mrs.
Morris Hendrickson, and Miss owatts, Sockettes, Rovers, Camelites, Spikers, and Unknowns, capKathryn Ruh.
tained by Jean Watt, Judy Sulli« »
In the final hockey gam* of the van, Peg Benroth, Barbara Lankcr,
tournament last week, the Air Ann Rothcnburger, and Jane ArRaiders, piloted by Rita Snyder, ther respectively, have begun the
emerged victorious over the other volly ball season with the Sockettes,
three teams. Next year's head of Rovers and Spikers winning the
hockey will be Lois Kocklaun. first round. The third round will
Betty Hendrickson held that posi- be held at 4 p. m. with the Sockettes playing the Kilowatts, the
tion this year.
Rovers versus the Unknowns, and
« >
The Swan CM is sponsoring an the Spikers out for the Camelites.
Intercollegiate Splash party on
«, »
December 6. Committee chairmen
In the tennis tournament final*
in charge of the event are, invita the doubles crown goes to Marge
tion, Marion Coates; registration, Ripley and Allen Georgenson who
defeated Rita Snyder and Paul
Myer by a 6-4, 6-2 count.

Notes From The
Northeast
Corner

1

Sheet Music

RECORDS
MUSICAL SUPPLIES

SPRATTS

< •
Cwan Scott, head of badminton,
announced that 46 girls are out
for this sport this season. All
games will be played on Tuesday
and Thursday at 4 p. m.
A merchandise prize was rewarded Ted Brown, B.A., Youngstown, for submitting one of the
best advertising layouts in a contest recently sponsored by a national magazine.

MUSIC STORE
130 E. Wositer

ONLY THE BEST

Member

Federal Reserve
System

AT THE BEST

WH1TEH0USE
HAMBURGER SHOP
ISO E. Wooster

Bank of
Wood County
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

Quesinberry,
Yoder Named
'42 Captains
Whittaker Selects
For Gridiron
Awards

The election of these two stalwarts as leaders of next year's
team did not come as a surprise ai
they have been stand outs this
year. Ralph Quesinberry won his
second award this year, playing
center. He hails from Tiffin.
Yoder Leads Team
Big Stan Yoder, Bowling Green,
played fullback for the Falcons this
year, and in recognition for his
ability was selected honorary cap
tain of this year's All Ohio Conference squad.
First year awards were presentnl to eighteen players. Those receiving awards for the first time
were; George Baldwin, Wayne
Bordner, George Carter Bill Croop,
Bob Foster, Bob Eckert, co-cap
tain-elect Stan Yoder, Dick Franks,
Dave Martin, Charles Grisaettl,
Don Harris, Ross lee], Danny

Paul

Krotser,

Dick

l.owry, Pete Parmanter, Albert
Schindler and Chester Sak.
Seniors Get Awards
Seniors receiving awards weir:
Paul Becher, Harold Mehlow, Emil
Ihnat, Dewey Johnson, Tom Tabler,
and Captain Ed Wcllner.
Second year awards were presented to; Co-captttin-elect Ralph
Quesinberry, Frank Usak, Lowell
Sielschott, Steve Randolph, and
Charles Buckcnmyer.
Henry Chapoton received the
manager's award.

T wo Leagues Open
Volley Ball Season
Tuesday evening the first round
of the intramural volley ball play
was completed. The contests are
played oft* in the Men's Gym in the
evenings. Delhi House, Samsonites, Panthers, Duffers, Pirates,
and Bruisers are the teams entered
in the House-Dorm League; Delhi,
Commoners, Beta Gamma Upsilon,
and Five Brothers are the entrants
in the Fraternity League.
In the swimming meet held last
Wednesday the Samsonites, from
Kohl Hall fiinished first with 26
points. Delhis copped second with
16 points, Stinkers, of Kohl Hall,
with 11, and Beta Gamma Upsilons
with 10 points. One intramural
record fell this year. The record
for the 60-yard back stroke, held
by Roger Bacon, was lowered by
Bruce Bcllard, freshman from
Bellvue.
Bcllard also placed first in the
diving with 32,6 points. Firsts in
the swimming events were taken
by the following men: Cross, Fischer, Freeman, and Gray, Samsonite 200-yard relay team; Rodabaugh, Beta Gamma Upsilon, 60yadr breast stroke; Spangler, Samsonties 60-yard free style; Bcllard,
Samsonites, 60-yard back stroke;
Wood, Delhi, 100-yard free style;
Lockwood, Bowlua and Younker,
Samsonites, 160-yard medley relay.
In the touch football leagues
play-off the Bruisers of Kohl Hall
defeated Delhi 13-0. The members

Landismen Engage Beavers
In Season's Cage Opener
Coach Landis Inaugurates Seventeenth Season
With Four Lettermen On Roster; Detroit Tech
Invades Local Lair On Saturday

29

Stan Yoder and Ralph
Quesinberry were elected cocaptains of the 1942 Falcons
at a meeting during which
Coach Robert Whittaker announced that 29 players were
to receive awards for their
services this year.

Uarason,

"V" Formation - For Victory

Tonijrht in the University frymnaaium, Coach Paul E.
Landis will present his 1941-42 edition of the Bowling Green
Stale University basketball team, opening a tough 20 game
schedule against Muff ton College.
For Coach l.andis it will be the 17th time that he has
put a team on the court in an opening game for Bowling
Green, and for the fir*t time m*
those 17 years he will have an asThe Falcons' MCond foe of the
sistant. He is Dick Gernert, for- »''.-k will be Detroit Tech, who apmer Wooster College star, who for P*or here Saturday evening. The
three years made things miserable Technicians were not on the BowlIng Green card last year, hut the
for Falcon cage teams.
l.andis will have four lettermen season before saw the Landismen
to build his team around. They are drop a 48-89 decision in Detroit.
Dewey Johnson, high scoring for
ward whose activity for Howling
Green may he limited by the draft;
FOR GOOD HOME
Don Mason. Jean Harkness, and
Mike Kish. who looked so well as
COOKING
a sophomore last year.
Ricketts Missing
TRY
Missing from the lineup will lie
four other lettermen, Phil Ricketts,
captain, who was called in the
draft early in the summer. Larry
Natators Journey To Akron For Initial Start On Conrad, who did not return to
school, Mike Ifarko, ami Don PatDecember 12; Varsity Tangles With Freshman
terson.
163 N. Main
Grapplers On Friday Evening
The invading Beavers, coached
by the very versitle R. E. Burkey
Coach Rudd Cox's mermen The varsity- freshman will have live returning lettermen,
will knock the top off their 12 wrestling meet Friday night Heiks, Ramseyer, Thutt. Lehman,
meet schedule December 12 opens the season for the Rowl- and Wongor, and four very proCoats
Dresses
when they journey to Akron ing Green wrestlers. The mising prospects in Grahmun, J.
West, l.ovranlnll. and Parent.
in an endeavor to drowned the
Grahman Leads Beavers
University of Akron Zippers meet, open to the public, will
in a dual meet. On the follow- be a preview of the coming Heading the Beaver bucket briing night the Coxmen travel to season. So far this year the gade will be Bobby Grahman. a
Cleveland from Akron for a meet grapplers have been tested sophomore transfer from Miami
McCallum Hosiery
with the Case Scientists. Their only once, in a practice meet with University, where he starred us a
last meet before Christmas vaca- Michigan State.
freshman
eager
last
year.
Sweaters
Their first intion will be on December 19 when tercollegiate meet is December 12,
I-ast year in the season's openBlouses
they encounter the tough Oberlin when they meet Ohio University er, the Falcons won handily over
swimmers in the Yoomen's Crane at Athens.
Bluffton, 41-30 and the year beSkirts
Pool.
The team, larking u heavy I fore at Bluffton, they did the trick
After Christmas vacation the weight and a light-heavy weight, again, this time by a 48-29 count.
Falcons will see home water more has only two experienced men reoften for on the January 1(1 they turning from last year's squad.
Uutb
meet Kent State here. Jnnuary 17 Bob Elder and L. V. Ebenhack arc
is
finds them at Kenyon College and back this year; Ross Isel, a light
the 24th they meet Western Re- heavy weight, will not report beserve here. Their first meet af- cause of parental objection. Bob
ter semester exams will be on Khler will be in the 121 pound
January 31 when they travel to class; Pete Stanford, 12S pound;
Cleveland to meet Fenn College. Newton Bates, 145. Jim Showkier,
Prompt service for all
Demitri Kunch and Wally Uphoff
Have Four Horn* Meets
your
dairy needs . . .
are
competing
for
the
165
pound
During February Coach Cox's
Don Chance and Danny!
natators* swim five meets with class.
four of them at home. On the Marazon will be in the 166 pound
6th Ohio Wesleyan comes here class while Ebenhack is the only
PHONE 4441
while on the 7th the Falcons tra- one in the 176 pound division.
The schedule this year includes
vel to Wittenberg. Their next
three meets arc at home, for on the all Wood County high schools as
13th they meet Ohio University; well as to the townspeople for the
the 20th they swim Wooster, and meet this Friday and a large
the 27th Ball State Teachers Col- crowd is expected to witness a
a list of tough, experienced teanw.
lege.
March 6 and 7 the Falcons tra- According to Coach Joe Glander,
vel to Kenyon for the Ohio Con- the Falcon grunt and groan speciaference championships which lists will rely upon tip-top condition and form to overcome their
closes their season.
The main
Coach Budd Cox, who is starting lack of experience.
his third year as head swimming fault which showed up in the
coach, has a fine collection of Michigan State practice sessions
swimmers to pit against this was the poor condition of the men,
due to the short time for practice.
strong competition.
As a result, workouts will be
Oslhimer. Creetham Back
Coach Cox has potential point- longer and more competitive; less
getters in nine men and including instructive.
Prospects for future Falcon
four sophomores.
Heading the
list of prospective point-getters is wrestling teams are brighter beBob Osthimer who racked up 102 cause of the group of promising
points last year. Don Grcetham freshmen out this year. George
also will be back and is counted on Carter, from Oak Harbor; Don
Marshall, Kirke Swingle, Delbert
heavily.
Other members on last year's Taber, Bill Tierney and Berwyn
team and the number of points Walker, all from Blackwell, Oklathey scored are Alfred Adelman, homa are listed by Coach Glander
free styler who tallied 29 points; as being outstanding thus far.
Jean Bellard, free styler who These six freshmen wrestled with
claimed 36 points; and Bob North, the team in practice against
free styler who scored 44 markers. Michigan State.
The list of promising sophomores
are John Stark, backstroke and
free style swimmer; Bill Hardman, breastroke; Dan Glenn, free
style; and Jim Gorbey, free style.
Bob North is the only senior on
ICE CREAM SUNDAES
the team and also the only medal
AND SODAS
winner.
Malted Milk and Milk Shakes
Hot Fudge Sundae
Tasty and Delicious

Swimmers And Wrestlers
Prepare For Opening Tilts

Minn's

RESTAURANT

KESSEL'S

ISALY'S

LUNCHES 25c

'sulk

Model Dairy

HITMAN FOR ARROW SHIRTS

HOLLAND DAIRY
STORE

The Shirt That Speaks

NOW SHOWING
Nelson Eddy, Rise Stevens

"Chocolate

For Itself. . .

Me

Soups,

Salads and Sandwiches
Potato Chips . . 5c and 10c
Candy Bars

Soldier"

FRI.-SAT.
DEC. 5-6
2 SWELL HITS!
Irene Dunne, Robert
Montgomery

One look at the Arrow Sussex shirt tolls yon why it's
a "must" for the college man's wardrobe. Sussex is a
handsome shirt with the new lower neckband and
the wide-eprcad collar that is flattering and comfortable for any wearer. In whites, solids, or stripes. Trimly tailored to fit the torso and Sanforizcd-shrnnk (fabric shrinkage less than 1%). Get some today, $2 up.

"UNFINISHED
BUSINESS"
2nd Hit
R. Rogers, Geo (Gabby) Hayes

JESSE JAMES AT BAY
MIDNIGHT SHOW SAT. AT
12:00 P.M.

SOTTISO UMOII AUTHOIITT Or IMS COCA-COIA COMPANV IT

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO

The Latest In
Snappy Collegiate
Wearing Apparel

SUN.-MON.TUES.
Bing Crosby, Mary Martin

Regular DeLuxe Dry
Cleaning Service

"BIRTH OF THE
BLUES"'

75c

with Rochester, Carolyn Lee
JACK TEACARDEN AND
ORCHESTRA

LEITMAN'S

Cleaners 8t Tailors
Arrow Skirt*

Dobb. H.ts

ARROWSMIRTy
LEITMAN FOR ARROW TIES

Football Squad
Inter-Sorority Dance Saturday Opens
Honored At Dance
Formal Season; Will Keating To Play

NEST EGGS
Thia week'* gilt-edired, handpainted egg goes to the Frosh
tank squad which has solemnly
agreed to refrain from the disgusting habit of shaving for a full
two weeks . . . owner of the longest, most luxurious beard will be
rewarded in terms of food . . .
above scoop courtesy of George
Spnngler, freshman free-style ace.
Try our newest special, beginning Friday ... a thick, rich banana milkshake made with fresh
bananas and the Until ingredient*
obtainable . . . plenty mellow for
only ten cents, the tenth part of
a dollah, step right up gentlemen,
the best entertainment . . . oops,
wrong sales line.
Kute Kupples department: A
few of the smoothest teams on the
campus are Jean Goodnight with
Ty Smith, Char Stump with Pete
Parmentcr, and Midge Ogan with
Dave Martin . . . newest four-bell
combine is Jean Miller iind Jim
Gray . . . introduction, five successive dates, and—bingo!
Memo to Midnighters: Nothing
counteracts that early morning
"dark brown" taste like a cup of
our super coffee with some hot
toast and jelly ... or if you feel
really dull, a tall frosty glass of
orange, pineapple, or grapefruit
juice will whip your foggy eyes
into focus again.
Our nominee for the perfect
triangle; Mim Kershner with Reuben Gorenson and Duck Berry
neck-and-neck . . . with Rcub leading by a scant nose coming into
the stretch .'. . nice to have Mike
Kormaiia back ... he and Norma
Mahoney are a swell team.
Jiving every night to the best
bands in America . ■ . now with
two amplifiers . .. waxings changed every Wednesday, with a couple
of solid conga jobbies coming in
today . . . best cooler-offer after
a fast one Is a smooth yummy
frosted malted ... or if you need
quick •aergy, dip into a cup of
hot chocolate,
complete
with
marshmallow.—Adv.
This
30c
pair
than
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coupon presented with
will clean and press a
of trousers, skirt (less
four pleats) or sweater

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaner*
BRIGHAM'S FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR AI.I.
OCCASIONS
174 S. Main
Ph. 2931

By MARTHA WALRATH
The season most of the coeds look forward to and also
some of the stronger sex begins this Saturday when the
campus sororities will hold the Inter-Sorority formal. This
annual affair marks the beginning of the formal season
which continues throughout the second semester.
Saturday's dance will be in Recreation Hall from 9 to
12. Will Heating's orchestra again'*
will return to the campus to play.
The dance is open only to sorority
members and their guests.
Faculty guests will include sorjnrity sponsors, Mr. and Mrs. R. G.
illarshman, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
lOvcrman, Dr. and Mrs. Clyde Hissong, Mr. and Mrs. Arch B. ConkIm. Miss Audrey Wilder, Mr. und
Mrs. A. F. Shalk, Mr. und Mrs.
John Bunn and Mr. and Mrs. M.
II. Cos.
Ruth Wilson is general chairmun
in charge of arrangements for the
dunce. Committees assisting her
me: rafreshmenti, Lucille Jump,
chairman, Marion Meriekle; invitations, Nova Groll, chairman,
Mary Crabill. Wood June Reed;
licket, Mary Lou Mnuerhan. chairman, Phyllis Kline, Mary DcWitt;
decorations, Martha Jordan, chairman, Anne Mason, Rowena Joice;
programs, Hannah Roller.
The Christmas Silver Tea which
ia sponsored annually by the combined YMCA and YWCA will be
Riven December 14 from 2 until
fl o'clock in the home of President
J. P. Prout.
Money which is donated at the
tea is used to buy Christmas gifts
for the children at the Juvenile
Home.
Eight new members were formally inducted into Beta Gamma
Upsilon Fraternity Sunday morning. The new members are Robert Dibbling, Erold Dillcr, Ben
Gaeth,
Harold
Hartley, Mack
Morcland, Robert Osthimer, Robert Warrick, and William Wreaton.
Following the ceremony the fraternity attended the Methodist
church in a body. At 12:15 a formal dinner was served to 30 members of the fraternity at the fraternity house.
Presented at the ceremonies was
Brother David Habel, now serving
in the U. S. Navy at Detroit.
At the last meeting of the Five
Sister sorority, formal initiation
was held. The pledges who became actives were Pat Meil, Kd-2,
Betty Robertson, Kill, and Lillian
Gabor, BA-2.
A party is being planned to be
held before the Christmas holidays. The committees named by
Miss Kcrsehncr, Ed-3. are: food,
Ethel Zimmerman, Ed-3, chair___

MAKE YOUR OLD DUDS
LOOK LIKE NEW
Repair and Dry Cleaning

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE!

GREINER SHOP
143 W. Woostcr

1

Scheidhstuer » Bakery ianoted
for its parly delicaciea. When
you are planning a parly—
»f# ui.

, off on all
merchandise

GENEVIEVE SHOP

SCHEIDHAUR'S
BAKERY

FOR THE BEST
IN FLOWERS

Tak* advantage of our lay
away plan . . Make your
Chriitmaa gift aeleclion now
—While our stock it complete^—A small depoail will

SEE

W. W. M1LN0R

hold it for you.

AND SON
Phone 12391

ROGERS BROS.

North Main St. at Poe Rd.

<z5nhoJucmq fie
R

SENSATIONAL

IPPLETTE

G/MHAM

-$

You will want «o enhance your new fall costumes with this
alluring accessory- Nothing you can buy will do mote for yew
ensemble —whether for street or •puilsfnMUThey .lso cosne in beautiful colon tot evening treat. They an
eatrendy pnctiraL tooi made of washable, •pot-proof, durable.
Slipper Sadn—a rayon product.
They are shown in eleven beautiful, glittering colors. Come in
and see them. You'll be surprised at their beauty and low
price.

man, Dorothy Mercer, Ed-4, Betty
Robertson, Ed-4, Mary Jane Wilson, LA-3, entertainment, Grace
Pietschman, Ed-3, chairman, Phyllis Jackson, Ed-3, Pat Meil, Ed-2,
invitation, Marianne Bell, Ed-2,
chairman, Betty Zanglcin, Ed-2,
Mary Parker, Ed-4, Martha Loundenslagel, Ed-2, Judith Wild, Ed2, and Marie Decker, Ed-4.
Mary Lou Shclton, Ed-2, has returned to her home in Wakeman
for an appendicitis operation.

A Square Dance Club has been
founded on the campus, whose purpose it is to teach modern jitterbugs the Early American folk
dance.
Meetings will be held the second
and fourth Monday of each month
at 7 p. m. in the Woman's Building.
Sponsors of the new organization are Miss Emile Hartman and
Dr. G. C. Swanson. The officers
are President, Roger Wheeler,
Secretary, Ruth Harding, and Publicity Chairman, Ed Lautner.
Seven Five Brother pledges
were given second degree last evening at the regular meeting. A
stag party for the actives was held
at the close of the meeting.
Pledges receiving their second degree were Tom Buttle, Clarence
Espen, Merwin Bowers, Dave Martin, Dick Weeks, Herb Stearns, and
Bill Salisbury.
Twenty-two brothers and their
guests attended the party held at
the house on Saturday evening.
The fraternity's "jug band" composed of Nathan Vance, Jim Showkeir, Al Sautter, Hersch Johnston,
and Kenny Roethlcsberger provided a short program. Maxine
Segner, popular Fostoria violin
player, also took part. Dancing
and refreshments concluded the
evening's entertainment. Committee in charge included Pete Parmentar, Henry Chapaton, and Edson Parks.

The Commoners' Fraternity is
making plans for their annual allcampus winter dunce to be held
this year the week before semester
exams. Dick Dunipace has been
appointed general chairman in
charge of the uffair while Dick
Juyiu-s will urrange for a bund
und Max Hanke will supervise
decorations. The theme for the
dance will not be disclosed at the
present.
Dave Kroft and Dick Jaynes
have been elected co-chairmen in
charge of the production of the
Commoners' ussembly program
which is scheduled for the second
semester. The fraternity has won
the Student Council plaque for the
last two years and will be endeavor- Walter F. Kirk Killed
ing to gain permanent possession
In Automobile Accident
of the trophy this year.
The annual fraternity spring
Walter F. Kirk, who received
formal has been booked for March
from Bowling Green State Univer14.
sity in June the honorary degree
of doctor of science in agriculture,
The Las Amiga* Sorority for- died in Columbus Friday night of
mally initiated it* five pledge* injuries received in a traffic acTuesday, November -■">, in an im- cident earlier in the day. He was
prcsive candlelight ceremony. GO.
Joan Brown, Ed-4, sorority presiMr. Kirk, a resident of Ottawa
dent, conducted the initiation.
County, had been master of the
The girlB held a sing at the Ohio Grange since 1928. He also
sorority house last evening. They was a member of the State Conrehearsed Christmas carols which servation Commission.
they will use during their anual
carolling party.
Marjorie Hilt, Ed-3, an active
member, has been in the Fremont
hospital for the past week recovering from an infection.

Wayne Bruns' orchestra from
Fremont played for approximately
500 dancers at the Varsity Club
Kick-Off Dance last Friday evening which honored members of
the football and cross country
squads. The dance was held in
the Women's Gym from 9 to 12.
Orange and brown streamers formed a false ceiling and the bandstand
was decorated with college banners and a miniature goal-post.
Don Mason as master of ceremonies introduced the new co-captains for the 1942 football season,
Ralph Quesinberry and Stan Yoder. Senior members of the squad
and coaches, Bob Whittaker and
Budd Cox, were also called to the
stand to say a few words. Before
dancinlr resumed members of the
cross country team and Coach Joe
Glander were presented.
Chaperons for the dance were
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Steller.
Harold Hagemeycr was general
chairman in charge of the dance
arrangements.

For delicious sandwiches and
ice cream cones
come to

HAVE YOU TALKED TO

PURITY

NO? Then you'd better see
him today.
He'll tell you
how to ship your baggage
home and return — right
from your dorm rooms, and
save your cash by doin« it.
Call Red at 4171.

IIS N. Main

COOK'S
NEWSTAND
PEANUTS
POPCORN
CIGARETTES

HEY FELLOWS!

Red De Haven?

RAILWA'kAEXPRESS
-"Ti"

NATION-WIDI IAH-AII HBVICI

LOOK WHAT!

Starting Saturday Midnight at The Cla-Zel
Also Sunday, Monday and Tuesday

Miss Laura E. Heston, chairman
of the home economics department
at Bowling Green State Univer.
sity, today accepted appointment
by Governor Bricker as a member
of the Consumer Interest Committee of the Ohio State Council of
Defense.
Miss Heston is president of the
Ohio Home Economics Association.
The Bon Ton Hat Shop of Bowling Green is celebrating its 6th
anniversary on Thursday and Friday, December 4th and 6th. The
public is invited to tea and open
houre from 3:30 to 6:30. Gifts
for every guest. No sales will be Bing Crosby, Mary Martin, Brian Donley with Rochester, Carolyn
made during these hours, Mar- Lee, plus Jack Teagarden's Orchestra in "BIRTH OF THE BLUES".
jorie Sutter will play her harp The story of how jazz was born.
throughout the afternoon.

The Seven Sister Sorority completed plans at last night's meeting
for it's annual Christmas tea to be
held December 14 in the Seven
Sister annex in Shatzel. Chairmen for the tea will be Ruth Wilson, food committee; Mary Murshal, entertainment; Dorothy Buck,
]decorations; and Lorcna Richm,
invitations.
A small informal party was held
by the sorority members Thursday
evening.
The Phratra Sorority ia planning a money making drive in
the form of a Christmas cookie
sale throughout the dormitories
the week before vacation.
The girls are planning to make
the cookies at the sorority house
the preceding week-end.
El Circulo Hiapanoamericano,
the university's Spanish club, held j
its first meeting of the school year
Wednesday evening in Room 400
of the Science Building. Feature
of the evening was a film on Peru.
Carlos Cordova, South American
exchange student, sang "Cielito
Lindo" for the group in Spanish.
Officers of the club are: Marilyn
Traver, president; Frances Evans,
vice-president; Mary Jane Wilson,
secretary;
and
Dorothy
Lee
Mooney, treasurer. Miss Florence
Baird is adviser of the club. Miss
Traver also made the following
appointments:
Marion
Barren,
dramatic director; und Max llnnke,
publicity.
The club was organized two years
ago for the dual purpose of supplementing the work of the classroom and of stimulating interest
in South America and now boasts
f>8 members. Meetings are held
once a month.

FELLOWS!!!
GET YOUR CORSAGES
FOR THE DANCE

■I

KLOTZ FLOWER
FARM
Napoleon Road

Phone 2533

DOROTHY McGUIRE
.. . popular star of John
Golden'shitplay"Claudia"
says Merry Christmas to
her many friends with the
cigarette that Satisfies.

Only a few more day*
to have your Christmat portrait taken—

^Chesterfield
... i/'s his cigarette and mine

Make an early
appointment -

Ihis year they're saying
Merry Christmas with Chesterfields.

ARIEL WALKER
STUDIO
110 N. Main

Phone »041

Milder Better- Tasting
... that's why

l/or your friends in the Service
And for the folks at home
What better Christmas present
Than these beautiful gift cartons
Of 10 packs, 3 packs, or 4 tins of 50.
XNothing else you can buy
Will give more pleasure for the money.

Buy Chesterfields
For your family and friends
Beautifully packed for Christmas.

I Also Matching TOPP8
If desired!

BON TON HAT SHOP
CsyrrieVl l*n. Lssssrr 1 Hrsse Tseuos Ce.

